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Heroes of Holdem is a digital card game 
with unique gameplay that takes advantage 
of blockchain technology to provide true 
ownership of game assets to the players. 

Welcome to 
Heroes of Holdem

Utilizing web 3.0 technology on the Polygon (Ethereum) blockchain, every Hero, 
Minion, Ability, and Equipment piece of the game is a non-fungible token owned 
by the player. Complete ownership of game assets allows players to do anything 
they want with them, including taking part in events to battling other players 
for GC rewards, as well as using two heroes they own in the Recruitment process 
to create new and exciting Hero NFTs. You can even trade them on Heroes of 
Holdem’s custom marketplace or other third-party marketplaces such as Opensea.

Millions of unique Hero combinations 
revolving around classic fantasy 
racial archetypes such as human, 
orc, elf, dwarf, halfling, dark elf and 
vampires couple with well over a 
hundred and fifty different spells 
and abilities that can be assigned to 
your heroes’ loadout and over fifty 
pieces of equipment that provide 
various powers and bonus's work 
in alignment together to create 
a dynamic game play experience 
with infinite replay ability. Did we 
mention minions? Heroes have 
the ability to employ monsters of 
various strengths to play in events 
with them as artificial intelligence-
controlled players that feed a portion 
of their health (chips) each hand 
to their master. Some classes work 
better than others with minions. A 
halfling thief will be less adept at 
handling such beasts than a vampire 
necromancer for example.

Heroes of Holdem was designed and 
created from the ground up by a team 
of blockchain enthusiasts who wanted 
to bring a unique vision and take 
on the wildly popular game of Texas 
Holdem to the blockchain community, 
removing the gambling aspect of the 
game, while still retaining the thrilling 
value of playing for stakes. Merging 
three very popular genres of games 
into one unique experience that is both 
dynamic and thrilling to play as well 
as collectible and rewarding to take 
part in the ecosystem surrounding the 
game. Heroes of Holdem is set on a 
foundation of traditional Texas Holdem 
gameplay, while promoting individual 
strategic approaches to the game 
ala collectible cards games that have 
unique deck construction. All these 
mechanics take place in the realm of a 
fantasy world reminiscent of the Role-
playing genre of games.
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Each event you enter you will be pitted against many other players and their loadouts 
and strategies to compete for GC cryptocurrency prizes. Each season will run for 60 
days and will have a leaderboard ladder competition with further GC crypto currency 
prizes as well as chances at unique cosmetic items to display in game. Whether 
you are a poker enthusiast, a collectible card game fan or an RPG lover who enjoys 
progression of your character, Heroes of Holdem will give you the gameplay you crave, 
or if you are a fan of mastering economic ecosystems and marketplaces, then the 
Recruitment system might be for you. Create new Hero NFTs to use, sell and trade 
including racial and class combinations not originally available during the initial Hero 
minting process. Want to play a dwarven necromancer but that isn't available in the 
release mint? No problem, the recruitment system will allow you to pair your dwarven 
warrior or other class, with another races necromancer and try and roll the first 
dwarven necromancer in the realm. Each race and class have specific stats associated 
with them, and savvy players will quickly create new combinations that have never 
seen before statistic combinations coupled with their race’s spells and abilities.

Heroes of Holdem is a blockchain gamers dream, 
drawing from the enormous following of poker, the 
cerebral player base of CCGs and the imagination of 
role-playing game enthusiasts across the entire globe. 
Everyday thousands of Heroes, Minions, Abilities, and 
Equipment will be unlocked and traded for currency or 
assets on the peer-to-peer marketplace. 

HeroesofHoldem.com

Join the craze today at
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HEROES

To play Heroes of Holdem, 
users must choose a Hero. 
HoH provides 2 free to play 
Heroes with limited capabilities 
in the form of the Human Squire 
and the Elven Apprentice. These 
two free to play heroes do not 
have customizable loadouts and 
come with predefined statistics 
and abilities and cannot employ 
the use of minions. Hero NFTs 
will be available prior to launch 
during our launch minting 
event. Eight thousand Heroes 
will be available for players to 
randomly mint at this time. 

•  Accounts that do not own any NFT 
heroes can still participate and 
even earn in the Heroes of Holdem 
ecosystem and game, however their 
participation levels and basic power 
level will be much lower than that 
of NFT heroes and are meant to give 
players a taste of the experience, and 
not represent full gameplay options. 
F2P heroes will have less overall 
event tickets, and a smaller winnings 
modifier than their NFT counterparts. 
This is to ensure a balanced fair 
economy and to prevent botting 
abuse. Something Enefty Gaming 
takes very seriously and will actively 
combat to the fullest extent.

•  In addition to the above restrictions, 
accounts without an NFT Hero on 
them will be required to have a much 
larger minimum claim amount before 
withdrawing GC from the game into 
their wallets. Again, this is to combat 
bad actors and protect the economy.

NFT Heroes will originally only be 

available from the launch mint and will be a random combination of all the launch 
available races and classes with unique artwork representing their Hero that is 
displayed both on the NFT itself and in game. There will be billions of total possible 
combinations ensuring the uniqueness of each of these launch heroes. As players 
acquire GC through winning events or purchasing from other players they can begin 
the process of Recruitment. Acquiring more Heroes with different abilities and statistics. 
This will allow for greater diversity in strategies employed, as well as provide more daily 
event tickets for the owners. The more Heroes you own, the more event tickets you 
regenerate each day, and thus the higher you’re earning and entertainment potential. It 
may take quite a few generations of carefully planned breeding for players to unlock all 
the different combinations available.

•  Heroes will be purchasable via ENEFTY 
cryptocurrency. CC is Enefty Gaming’s company 
coin.
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Hero Races

•  1-3 Minion Points
•  1-3 Equipment Slots
•  1-4 Ability Slots
•  Starting Health Bonus 5-10%
•  Minion Leech Bonus 3-8%

Humans

•  0 Minion Points

•  1-3 Equipment Slots

•  3-5 Ability Slots

•  Starting Health Bonus 25-35%

•  Minion Leech bonus 0%

Halflings 

•  2-3 Minion Points
•  1-3 Equipment Slots
•  1-3 Ability slots
•  Starting Health Bonus 15-20%•  Minion Leech Bonus 5-10%

Orcs

•  1-2 Minion Points
•  3-5 Equipment Slots
•  1-3 Ability Slots
•  Starting Health Bonus 10-15%•  Minion Leech Bonus 1-5%

Dwarves

•  1 Minion Point
•  1-3 Equipment Slots
•  3-5 Ability Slots
•  Starting Health Bonus 5-10%
•  Minion Leech Bonus 1-5%

Elves

•  3-5 Minion Points

•  1-2 Equipment Slots

•  1-2 Ability Slots

•  Starting Health Bonus 1-5%

•  Minion Leech Bonus 15-20%

Vampires

•  2-4 Minion Points

•  1-2 Equipment Slots

•  2-4 Ability Slots

•  Starting Health Bonus 0%

•  Minion Leech Bonus 10-15%

Dark Elves

Hero NFTs come in a variety of races. 

Familiar Humans, Elegant Elves, Menacing Orcs, Crafty Halflings, Sturdy Dwarves, 
Stealthy Dark Elves and Terrifying Vampires make up the racial spectrum of Heroes 
of Holdem. Each Race has a different range in the Heroes Statistics. These are 
generated randomly for generation one Heroes and are influenced by the statistics 
of the parent NFT Heroes in the recruitment process. A Hero's final statistics are 
made up of the racial range of stats added to the static stat bonus associated with 
the class of the Hero.



•  Starting Health Bonus % : 30
•  Minion Starting Health Bonus % : 0
•  Minion Leech Bonus % : 0
•  Showdown Pickpocket Chance% : 0
•  Free Straddle % : 10
•  Bonus Minion Points : 1
•  Bonus Ability Slots : 2
•  Bonus Equipment Slots : 3

Warriors
•  Starting Health Bonus % : 5
•  Minion Starting Health Bonus %: 20
•  Minion Leech Bonus % : 10
•  Showdown Pickpocket Chance %: 0
•  Free Straddle % : 0
•  Bonus Minion Points : 2
•  Bonus Ability Slots : 3
•  Bonus Equipment Slots : 1

Clerics

•  Starting Health Bonus % : 0
•  Minion Starting Health Bonus %: 0
•  Minion Leech Bonus % : 0
•  Showdown Pickpocket Chance %: 15
•  Free Straddle % : 15
•  Bonus Minion Points : 0
•  Bonus Ability Slots : 2
•  Bonus Equipment Slots : 3

Rangers
•  Starting Health Bonus % : 0
•  Minion Starting Health Bonus %: 0
•  Minion Leech Bonus % : 0
•  Showdown Pickpocket Chance %: 10 
•  Free Straddle % : 15
•  Bonus Minion Points : 0
•  Bonus Ability Slots : 3
•  Bonus Equipment Slots : 2

Wizards

•  Starting Health Bonus : 0
•  Minion Starting Health Bonus %: 0
•  Minion Leech Bonus % : 0
•  Showdown Pickpocket Chance % : 25 
•  Free Straddle % : 25
•  Bonus Minion Points : 0
•  Bonus Ability Slots : 2
•  Bonus Equipment Slots : 3

Thieves

•  Starting Health Bonus : 0
•  Minion Starting Health Bonus %: 40
•  Minion Leech Bonus % : 25
•  Showdown Pickpocket Chance %: 0
•  Free Straddle % : 0
•  Bonus Minion Points : 3
•  Bonus Ability Slots : 0
•  Bonus Equipment Slots : 1

Necromancers

•  Starting Health Bonus : 20%
•  Minion Starting Health Bonus %: 20
•  Minion Leech Bonus % : 10
•  Showdown Pickpocket Chance% : 0
•  Free Straddle % : 0
•  Bonus Minion Points : 2
•  Bonus Ability Slots : 3
•  Bonus Equipment Slots : 0

Druids
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In addition to Racial 
options, Heroes also are 
assigned a profession 
class that comes with 
additional static bonuses. 

These profession classes include the Mighty 
Warrior, the Pious Cleric, the Skillful Ranger, 
Powerful Wizard, Sneaky Thief, Nature 
Attuned Druid, and the Evil Necromancer! 
While some classes may be weaker than 
others in raw statistical power, their abilities 
more than make up for the loss.
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Chests are randomly generated packs of Ability, 
Equipment, and Minion NFTs. Each chest will 
contain three Randomly generated Abilities, one 
random Equipment, and one random Minion. Rare 
and Epic chests are purchasable on the website 
with GC earned in game or purchased from another 
player. Legendary chests are purchasable with CC 
only and offer a way for users to seed their collection 
in the early launch days when sufficient amounts of 
GC have yet to be generated and earned.

•  

•  Rarer level of chests will generate NFTs with higher caps. This means that a Legendary ability 
that is identical to a rare ability will operate at the exact same power level in game and not 
turn Heroes of Holdem into a pay to win environment. The difference will be in the efficiency 
of cost when recharging depleted NFTs. As mentioned, the recharge price is static. It is the 
same whether you are recharging 100 charges, or 500 charges. This means that higher rarity 
level NFTs will cost less to use in the long run without providing extra advantages in game 
over their lower rarity counterparts.

•  Legendary chests are meant to provide the most efficient versions of these NFTs as well as 
being the only chest that can pull cosmetic skins for things such as your players placard in 
game, or your minions appearance. 

chest
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Abilities

Abilities in Heroes of Holdem are class 
specific. Each of the seven available 
classes has at least 20 unique 
abilities available to them to collect 
and use in their loadouts, as well as 
one automatic static class ability 
that is always present. Depending on 
your Hero choice, you will have several 
ability slots in your loadout to fill with 
appropriate class ability NFTs that you 
own in your collection. Abilities come 
in two types: Activated and Triggered. 
Abilities are usable only once per 
event, so use them wisely!

•  Activated abilities are played in betting order in an 
additional round of action after betting action closes 
and before the next street comes. 

•  Triggered abilities are played at any point in the game 
when the qualifications for playing them are met. A 
short timer and window will appear for the player to 
choose whether to play their triggered ability.

Ability NFTs are acquired by purchasing rare, epic, 
and legendary chests. Each chest will contain 3 
random ability NFTs, 1 random equipment NFT and 
1 random minion NFT. The first two versions of these 
chests, the rare and epic versions, are available to 
purchase using GC Coins. Heroes of Holdems game 
associated cryptocurrency earned from placing well 
in events. This allows for RPG style progression of 
your Heroes powers and affords the player with more 
strategical options in gameplay. The third chest, the 
Legendary chest, is purchasable with CC, Enefty 
Gamings company and future governance token. 

•  All chests will contain the same type of Ability, 

Equipment and Minion NFTs. The 
difference between the rarity levels 
will be both cosmetic and total use 
charge levels.

•  Ability, Equipment and Minion NFTs 
are generated with a usage cap. 
Entering an event consumed one use. 
When the NFT becomes depleted, 
players can recharge their NFT to 
maximum cap amount by paying a 
static GC fee. This cost is to help keep 
the economy balanced. 
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Equipment in Heroes of Holdem are also NFTs 
that are usable in your loadouts. Whereas abilities 
provide active powers and bonuses to a given hand, 
Equipment NFTs give constant passive bonuses. These 
bonuses can vary from Extra Starting Health, Extra 
Minion Leech, or even extra ability or Minion Points. 
There are over 50 unique pieces of equipment for 
players to discover and use in their profiles. 

Equipment

Like Abilities and Minions, Equipment 
comes with usage caps based on the 
rarity of chest they were acquired from 
originally. They require recharging when 
depleted. Use these powerful bonuses to 
further refine your approach to any given 
event. Unlike abilities, equipment is not 
restricted to specific classes. 
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Minions in Heroes of Holdem 
are NFT assets used in player 
loadouts. In gameplay, they 
act as autonomous NPC 
entrants in the event you 
sign up for. Minions come in 
various strengths and have 
various AI strategies assigned 
to them. From the 1 point 
Imp to the 6 point Dragon, 
providing even more variety 
in how you want to approach 
using them.

As a powerful Vampire Necromancer with 
maximum available Minion Points, do you 
want to have a powerful dragon ally that has 
extra health and plays better, or do you want 
to overwhelm people with an army of smaller 
imps with much weaker stats.

As with abilities and equipment, minions also 
have maximum use caps that need to be 
recharged. Legendary chests, in addition to 
giving the most efficient costs to recharge your 
minions, also are the only chests that have a 
chance at pulling rare Alternate art versions of 
the various minions available. Want to impress 
the table with your rare minions and placard 
borders? Pick up some Legendary chests to 
experience all the benefits within. 



CC is a token with several use cases. It will 
be created on the Polygon (Ethereum) 
blockchain, where the game is also being 
built.

CC holders will be able to stake their tokens 
and receive rewards in return. Several in- 
game features will also be available for CC. 

ENEFTY Gaming will only hold 15% of the CC 
minted. If this coin is decided to be used as 
a governance token at any point, ENEFTY 
Gaming would not be able to make majority 
decisions on its own and would need to 
support of the community to make changes. 
This would leave the future of Heroes of 
Holdem in the community’s hand.

                                                  
ENEFTY Gaming will unlock 

the total supply of CC for 5 
years (60 months) from the 
point of public sale. The initial 
circulating supply will equal 
25% of the total supply. 
The total supply will never 
exceed 300,000,000.

CC  Distribution
•  Partnerships and Advisors fund 

will receive 5% of the total supply. 
This fund will be used to pay content 
creators, pay advisory teams and things 
of this sort. During Q3 and Q4 of 2023.

•  The Public Sale Event will receive 
5% of the total supply, unlocked.

•  The Private Sale event will receive 
10% of the total supply, Locked and 
Vested over a year.

•  The Project wellbeing fund will 
receive the final 10% of total supply, 
unlocked. This fund will be used when 
necessary to adjust various parts of the 
ecosystem where needed. unlocked 
and locked.

•  In game play and own treasury will 
receive 40% of the total supply during 
Q3 and Q4 2023.

•  Staking rewards will receive 15% of the 
total supply, during Q3 and Q4 of 2023.

•  ENEFTY Gaming’s core development 
team will receive 15% of the total 
supply. 10% of this will be handled 
via company dividends on a quarterly 
schedule. 5% of this will be vested to 
founders over the course of 10 months, 
on a monthly schedule. 
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CC or Company Coin - 



Use Cases 
CC will be used in several instances involving Heroes of Holdem, and 
in future titles developed by ENEFTY Gaming. Including:

•  As a required fee for Recruitment. Recruitment is a process where 
HoH Hero NFT owners, may take two separate Hero NFTs they own, 
pay a fee comprised of CC and GC token, to Recruit (think Breeding) 
a third NFT that would be a combination of the statistics associated 
with the two parent NFTs. These HERO NFTs are required to play HoH 
and offer various advantages.

•  Staking in liquidity pool farms for CC rewards.

•  The currency used to buy Legendary chests containing Abilities, 
Equipment, Minions and Skins. Legendary chests offer more charges 
per NFT before needing recharged, and skins are only available out of 
Legendary chests.

•  Future possibilities include use as a governance token to weigh votes 
on possible changes to the game, and content additions. 
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GC Coin, is the in-game digital 
currency of Heroes of Holdem.

GC is a token created on the Polygon (Ethereum) blockchain, where 
Heroes of Holdem is also developed.

GC is an in-game asset with several use cases detailed below. It is 
also withdrawable from the game environment into users’ wallets 
to be held, traded, or sold on exchanges in Crypto token form.

GC crypto tokens are used in the ecosystem to:

•  Facilitate the recruitment of Hero NFTs

•  Purchase Rare and Epic level chests that contain Ability, Equipment, 
and Minion NFTs. These NFTs come with a maximum number of Event 
uses based upon the rarity level of the chest they were acquired from.

•  Recharge the total uses on those NFTs when they reach 0.

•  Stake in liquidity pool to farm rewards

•  Be traded on supported cryptocurrency exchanges 
 

ENEFTY Gaming does not sell GC tokens to players, nor 
does it provide Liquidity for GC token exchanges.  GC 
tokens are generated within the game itself as a reward 
structure for gameplay. To acquire GC tokens in game, 
players must enter Events and place in a top percentile 
in the event to be issued GC rewards based on several 
factors. These factors include number of entrants as well 
as the players own ELO rating. Winning these events will 
gain players both GC tokens and ELO rating points which 
affects how many GC tokens the player wins in the future.

Due to the time investment in events, as well as the 
multiplayer aspect, it may take players some time to 
collect enough GC to afford the costs associated with 
Recruitment to bolster their Hero NFT ranks. Secondary 
markets will be available for player driven liquidity swap 
pools so that players interested in the Recruitment aspect 
of Heroes of Holdem, are able to begin those processes in a 
timelier manner by purchases CC from other players.

Recruitment in Heroes of Holdem is a large use case 
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for GC. To prevent inflating the ecosystem with too many Heroes created through 
recruitment in too short a time frame, Heroes will only be allowed to be used in 
Recruitment five times. Each progressive use of a Hero for recruitment will double the 
GC cost associated with the function. This limit and progressive cost are useful twofold. 
First in helping maintain an equilibrium in GC generation to expenditure. Secondly to 
limit the revenue generating ability of any specific Hero NFT. Hero NFTs have various 
unique stats associated with them, and the Heroes recruited from them will be an 
amalgamation of the stats associated with both parent Heroes. This prevents a "meta" 
Heroes being created and then being used infinitely to create more "meta" Heroes.

GC token has no hard cap to its total supply, and the circulating supply will be 
in constant change. This is due to the constant generation of GC in game, and 
the simultaneous burn of GC in Recruitment, Chest purchasing and the need for 
recharging. It can reasonably be expected that as the player base of Heroes of Holdem 
grows, the amount of GC generated also grows with it. To balance the ecosystem, all 
Recruitment, Chest, and recharge costs will be monitored constantly, and an algorithm 
will be used to make these costs and rewards dynamic in relation to the GC output vs 
GC consumption to keep the ecosystem in equilibrium. This will ensure that players 
will always have incentive to play, and their rewards will remain relevant, as well as the 
cost of entry to the game remaining constant. There will be changes in the value of GC 
over the course of its lifetime to be sure, and there will still be opportunities for holders 
to gain value. This automatic approach to balancing costs and rewards in game will 
ensure long lasting value for the community of players.

GC token holds its value in Heroes 
of Holdem as a play and own 
economy while simultaneously 
holding value in the overall crypto 
market via exchanges. 
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CC Coin (To Be Renamed)- GC Coin (To Be Renamed)- 

Overview Overview

CC is a token with several use cases. 
It will be created on the Polygon 
(Ethereum) blockchain where the 
game is also being built.

CC holders will be able to stake their 
tokens and receive rewards in return. 
Several in- game features will also be 
available to CC.

GC is a token created on the Polygon 
(Ethereum) blockchain, where Heroes of 
Holdem is also developed.

GC is an in-game asset with several 
use cases detailed below. It is also 
withdrawable from the game 
environment into users wallets to be 
held, traded or sold on exchanges in 
Crypto token form.

Use Cases Use Cases

•  Recruitment (Breeding): As 
a required fee for Recruitment. 
Recruitment is a process where 
HoH Hero NFT owners, may take 
two separate Hero NFTs they own, 
pay a fee comprised of CC and the 
(GC) In game associated token, to 
Recruit (think Breeding) a third NFT 
that would be a combination of the 
statistics associated with the two 
parent NFTs. These HERO NFTs are 
required to play HoH and offer various 
advantages.

•  Staking in liquidity pool farms for CC 
rewards.

•  Legendary Chests: The currency 
used to buy Legendary chests 
containing Abilities, Equipment, 
Minions and Skins. Legendary chests 
offer more charges per NFT before 
needing to be recharged, and skins 
are only available out of Legendary 
chests.

•  Mercenaries (Rentals) the person 
renting can choose to pay with CC or 
GC tokens.

•  Future possibilities include use as 
a governance token to weigh votes on 
possible changes to the game, and 
content additions.

•  Open Market: Traded on supported 
cryptocurrency exchanges

•  Recruitment (Breeding): Facilitate 
the recruitment of Hero NFTs (Both 
tokens required)

•  Rare and Epic Chests: Purchase Rare 
and Epic level chests that contain Ability, 
Equipment, and Minion NFTs. NFTs 
come with a maximum number of Event 
uses based upon the rarity level of the 
chest they were acquired from.

•  Recharge:  Used to recharge NFT 
Equipment, minions and abilities back 
to their maximum usage (Rare 100, Epic 
200, Legendary 300)

•  Staking in liquidity pool farms for GC 
rewards.

•  Open Market: Traded on supported 
cryptocurrency exchanges.

•  Mercenaries (Rentals) the person 
renting can choose to pay with GC 
Tokens or CC Tokens.
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Total Supply: 300,000,000 Total Supply: No Hard Cap

Tokenomics Tokenomics

•  10% (30,000,000) Private sale:  Locked 
and Vested over a year

•  5% (15,000,000) Partnerships & 
Advisors: pay content creators, 
advisory teams etc. Q3 & Q4 2023

•  10% (30,000,000) The Project 
wellbeing fund will receive the final 
10% of total supply, unlocked

•  5% (15,000,000) Public sale: unlocked

•  40% (120,000,000) In game play and 
own treasury Q3 & Q4 2023

•  15% (45,000,000) Enefty Gaming core 
development team will receive 15% 
of the total supply. 10% of this will be 
handled via company dividends on a 
quarterly schedule. 5% of this will be 
vested to founders over the course of 
10 months, on a monthly schedule.

•  15% (45,000,000) Staking Q3 & Q4 2023

Enefty Gaming does not sell GC 
tokens to players, nor does it provide 
Liquidity for GC token exchanges. 

GC tokens are generated within the 
game itself as a reward structure for 
gameplay.  

To acquire GC tokens in game, players 
must enter Events and place in a top 
percentile in the event in order to be 
issued GC  rewards based on several 
factors. 

These factors include the amount of 
entrants as well as the players own 
ELO rating. 

Winning these events will gain players 
both GC tokens and ELO rating points, 
which affects how many GC  tokens 
the player wins in the future.

Conclusion

Enefty gaming will only hold 15% of 
the CC minted. Enefty gaming will 
only hold 15% of the CC minted. This 
coin will be used as a governance 
token at some point when the game 
has reached a stable growth trajectory 
and healthy history. Allowing any 
content changes or additions to the 
game to be voted on by CC holders.

Enefty gaming will unlock the total 
supply of CC Token for 5 years (60 
months) from the point of public 
sale. The initial circulating supply 
will equal 25% of the total supply. 
The total supply will never exceed 
300,000,000.
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Events in Heroes of Holdem are 
tournaments held for GC prizes that 
require entry tickets to enter. Entry 
tickets are refreshed to the account’s 
current maximum every day at a set 
time. Any given account has several 
Event tickets determined by the 
amount of Hero NFTs owned on that 
account as displayed below:

Hero NFTs Owned Event Tickets per day

0 5

1-4 10

5-9 15

10-14 20

15-24 25

25+ 30

Events have an entry fee price paid in Event 
tickets. Not all events are equal and as such 
some events may cost more than 1 event 
ticket to enter. There will be Sit and Go style 
events that fire as soon as they fill with 
players, as well as daily and weekly scheduled 
bigger events with larger prize pools.
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ELO rating is gained or lost by your 
finishes in events. For sit and go 
style events making the money line 
is considered a win. For larger events 
making the final table is considered 
a win. While making money line but 
being eliminated before the final table 
is considered a push and failing to 
make money line is considered a loss. 
The players rating at the start of the 
event will be compared to the average 
rating of all players entered the event 
to determine the exact amount of 
rating points won or lost. All players 
start at an even 1000 ELO rating. The 
maximum number of points that 
can be won or lost in a single event is 
based on the K value of that event. K 
value is determined by the number of 
entrants in an event.

ELO MODIFIERS

K Values

-75%400 or Below

-50%401-599

-25%600-799

+20%1100-1299

+30%1300-1599 

+40%1600-1899

+60%2100+

No modifier800-1099

16 Entrants 

87-31 Entrants 

1632-63 Entrants 

3264+ Entrants 

Example: A player wins an event 
and currently has a 1250 rating. The 
average rating of the event of 1100.  
The amount of ELO rating the player 
wins will be determined by the ELO 
formula that considers the players 
rating, the opponents average rating, 
and the K value of the event.

Rewards for Events
Sit and go style events will award prizes for the top 2 finishers if 6 entrants, 3 if 9 
entrants and 4 if 10-18 entrants. Larger multi table events will pay out the top 15% 
of entrants. Players finishing events in these positions will receive GC calculated 
by the amount of event tickets paid into the event determining the base prize 
figure and then multiplied by a modifier associated with the players ELO rating. 
The higher your rating, the higher the multiplier. The only other modifier that can 
come into play is if the player is on an account with zero Hero NFTs, they will have 
the base prize multiplied by 50% to keep the economy from becoming flooded.
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Recruitment is the process of creating new Hero NFTs 
by using two of the Hero NFTs a player already owns. 
The player chooses which two Heroes to be the Recruiters, 
carefully weighing the chances of getting the specific Recruit 
they want, and then pays a static USD value fee in CC, and a 
static USD value in GC Token depending on how many times 
the Recruiter Heroes have recruited in the past. The base fee 
in CC is doubled every subsequent Recruiting up and to a 
max of 5 times. Once a Hero NFT has recruited 5 times it can 
no longer be used to recruit again in the future.  

The resulting recruit that is created will be run through the recruitment algorithm 
at time of creation and take the parent Heroes statistics into consideration when 
deciding race, class, and numerical stats. The recruit will end up with dominant and 
recessive genes associated with Race and Class. 

Example :  

A generation one orc warrior pairs with a generation one 
human cleric to recruit.

The resulting recruit will either be orc or human, and in this 
case the chances are 50/50. If the recruit rolls orc it will be 
an O.h. (Orc dominant human recessive) Hero. Functionally 
in gameplay this is simply an orc. However, in subsequent 
breeding, there is a chance depending on the partners chosen 
that an O.h. recruiting with another X.h. Hero can result in a 
human recruit. The chances of this are easily determined via a 
classic Punnett square. In this case a 25% chance. This method 
is also repeated with the class aspect of the hero.

After the breeding fee is paid there will be a 24 hour wait to 

receive the metadata of the recruit, as well as a 24-hour cooldown on recruitment 
using those specific Heroes. 

All CC fees paid in the recruitment process and burned and removed from the 
ecosystem permanently.
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People that don’t want to purchase their own Hero 
NFT can rent from others. We call this Hiring 
Mercenaries (Renting). Investors also have the 
option of purchasing several Heroes which allows 
them to rent out their unused Heroes.

The first option for rental is as follows :
•  Rentals are broken down into a CC or GC Token per day price, allowing 

players to rent for as little as a single day if they like based on the USD 
value. The person renting can choose to pay with either token. Rental 
fees are automatically transferred each day as GC Token. There is no 
profit sharing in this option.

•  Heroes of Holdem takes a 3% commission on all rentals of this style, 
which comes out of the user who is offering the Hero for rent payout.

The second option for rental (profit sharing) is as follows :
•  These rentals will be 1 day at a time. The person that owns the Hero that will be for 

rent sets the terms of the profit share, Heroes of Holdem will take a 5% while the 
remaining 95% can be split up however the owner chooses.

•  The user offering the Hero for rent can set requirements to be qualified to rent 
their Hero, to protect them from renting these out for free to players who will not 
complete their games and earn the appropriate amount.

•  Two Filters will be available

 *Minimum ELO Rating to qualify to rent this Hero

 *Minimum Contract completion %

•  A user is only allowed to rent up to 3 total Heroes in this second manner at any 
given time. If they already have 3 heroes rented out in profit sharing, they cannot 
rent another until one of the previous heroes’ contracts is terminated.

All commission Heroes of Holdem takes is sent to the HoH Official 
burn wallet to be locked and removed from circulation for the 
longevity and health of the coin and project.

At the end of the prescribed amount of prepaid rental days in the case 
of option 1, or the completion / non completion of a day for option 2 
the Rental NFT is returned to the owner.

In the case of non-completion of a profit-sharing rental, the user that 
rented it is barred from using that option on the marketplace for 24 
hours on first failure. 48 hours on second. 72 on third. A week on the 
fourth. A month on the fifth. And permanently after five failures
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